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In the midst of the COVID-19 outbreak, health care re-
form has again taken a major role in the 2020 election,
with Democrats weighing Medicare for All against exten-
sions of theAffordableCareAct, whileRepublicans quietly
seem to favor proposals that would eliminate much of the
ACA and cut Medicaid. Although states play a major role
in health care funding and administration, public and
scholarly debates over these proposals have generally
not addressed the potential disruption that reform pro-
posals might create for the current state role in health
care. We examine how potential reforms influence state-
federal relations, and how outside factors like partisan-
ship and exogenous shocks like the COVID-19 pandemic
interact with underlying preferences of each level of gov-
ernment. All else equal, reforms that expand the ACA
within its current framework would provide the least dis-
ruption for current arrangements and allow for smoother
transitions for providers and patients, rather than the
more radical restructuring proposed by Medicare for All
or the cuts embodied in Republican plans.
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B efore the COVID-19 pandemic, health policy debates in
the US presidential election had focused on the proper

role that private insurance plans in the US health system. Left-
wing candidates for the Democratic nomination backed ver-
sions of Medicare for All, a new federal single-payer plan that
would eventually eliminate most private insurance. In con-
trast, more moderate Democrats promoted strengthening the
Affordable Care Act’s framework, which both expands
existing public programs and subsidizes uninsured individuals
purchasing regulated private plans.
But debates over private versus public insurance neglect

enduring divisions within the public sector. State and federal
governments share responsibility for US public insurance

programs. This division of power dates prior to Medicare
and Medicaid’s 1965 passage and has been renegotiated when
reforms have filtered through American health care. Current
proposals would add to this history, but like past reform
efforts, both parties’ plans risk foundering on state elected
officials’ two primary policy priorities: maximal federal
funding and minimal federal restrictions on spending it.1

We review state roles in administering Medicaid and the
ACA’s insurance exchanges, and explore how proposed re-
forms may alter the federal-state balance of power. We also
examine how disruptive and contested those changes are likely
to be. Finally, we discuss how factors like partisanship and
exogeneous shocks alter underlying federal-state dynamics.

CURRENT STATE ROLES

States wield substantive health policymaking power through
individual insurance markets, Medicaid, and the Children’s
Health Insurance Program (CHIP). Medicaid and CHIP alone
covered 71.6 million Americans at the end of the first quarter
of 2019,2 while state-regulated ACA individual exchanges
covered 13.7 million.3

S t a t e s h a v e l a t i t u d e t o d e v e l o p Med i c a i d
programs—including forgoing the program, though joining
unlocks federal matching grants. Programs must cover core
groups and services. However, states control important aspects
of program design, such as whether to offer optional services
or cover certain populations.4 Programs range from fee-for-
service reimbursement run by states to managed care admin-
istered by commercial insurers.5

The ACA’s Medicaid expansion gives states the option to
insure all adults under the 138% of poverty line. The federal
government covers more than 90 percent of the cost of the
expansion group, which is more generous than the 50 to 83
percent match provided for other Medicaid-eligible groups.
ACA-embedded administrative changes also require states to
streamline administration, imposing new federal mandates to
improve beneficiary service.1

States can negotiate further flexibility into their Medicaid
programs. Section 1115 of the Social Security Act allows the
federal government to waive part of the law to enable states to
implement alternative provisions, so long as they match the core
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goals of Medicaid.6 Most recently, some states have considered
work requirements.7

The ACA also added new aspects to federal-state interplay
by creating national standards for individual insurance mar-
kets. It mandated minimum benefits packages, banned exclu-
sions for pre-existing health conditions, standardized actuarial
value in a four-tier plan structure (bronze, silver, gold, plati-
num) and offered a universal subsidy system to help low- and
middle-income households buy insurance.8

However, new federal standards have come with more federal
resources for states through premium subsidies and grants to set
up exchanges. Additionally, the ACA also allows states to have
significant administrative flexibility.9 States can choose to devel-
op their own exchanges or default to Healthcare.gov. They can
merely certify exchange plans that meet federal requirements or
embrace an active-purchaser model. They choose whether to
fund enhanced outreach services to drive enrollment,10 or sup-
plement federal premium subsidies with state money to increase
plan affordability.11

States can even jettison the exchanges altogether.
Section 1332 of the ACA allows states to take ACA federal
funds and create their own programs, if they maintain cover-
age and quality standards.12

Although partisan control and ideology influence how
states wield these powers to produce policy, states do have
unified interests against the federal government. For example,
prior to the ACA, governors across the ideological spectrum
resisted federal mandates to extend Medicaid coverage to the
elderly and disabled.1 Similarly, several states—from conser-
vative Utah to liberal Massachusetts—have sought federal
permission to partially expand Medicaid to 100% of the fed-
eral poverty line instead of the ACA’s mandated 138%. The
reason is that states want individuals with incomes 100 to
138% of the poverty line to purchase insurance on the
exchanges—which are funded entirely by the federal govern-
ment, unlike Medicaid, which requires state contributions.13

The federal government under both the Obama and Trump
administrations have opposed proposals that give states access
to 90% federal matching grants for partial expansions, which
negates state fiscal advantages of a partial expansion.14

These federal-state power struggles have consequences for
providers and patients. The resolution of the partial Medicaid
expansion debate above, for example, determines whether
large patient groups have coverage through Medicaid or ex-
change plans, which have different structures for premiums,
co-pays, covered services, and in-network providers. Pro-
viders serving those patients would face changes in reimburse-
ment rates and coverage mixes for their patient pools as well.

POTENTIAL REFORM EFFECTS ON STATE POWER

Broadly, Democrats in Congress or who ran for president have
embraced one or more of three basic reform approaches:
strengthening the current framework of the ACA, introducing

a public insurance buy-in option, or developing aMedicare for
All plan.15 Republicans back granting additional autonomy to
states and reducing federal health funding.
Democratic plans building within ACA frameworks repre-

sent relatively modest changes to the state-federal status quo.
Common reforms in these plans include expanding exchange
premium subsidies through removing the income cap on sub-
sidies (currently 400% of the household poverty line), lower-
ing expected contributions for those currently eligible for
subsidies, and pegging subsidy levels to higher-level plans
(gold instead of silver).16–18

This approach keeps Medicaid intact and requires minimal
state regulatory changes. More federal funding for exchange
subsidies would increase federal dollars flowing into a state’s
economy, but not directly impact state budgets.
Adding public insurance options to the exchanges for indi-

viduals currently ineligible for Medicare and Medicaid could
have varied effects on state-federal responsibilities.15 Some
buy-in options include letting individuals over a certain age
buy into existing Medicare,19,20 or create a federal public
option administered through Medicare open to individuals
on the exchanges.15 These proposals would likely also have
modest impact on the state-federal balance of power, though
they would cover more individuals through federally managed
programs and potentially displace the Medicaid expansion in
non-expansion states. Medicaid-for-all options, which open
state Medicaid programs to anyone wishing to buy into the
program,21–23 would alter the balance by giving states the
power to create unique Medicaid plans sold on the exchanges.
States would gain considerable policy autonomy22 and direct-
ly take in federal exchange subsidies as revenue. Nevertheless,
states could also face increased expenditures uncovered by
federal dollars if they underpriced their plans.23

At the aggressive end of proposals, “Medicare for all”
approaches24—even ones retaining employer insurance—would
drastically alter the balance of state and federal power and
financing in health care. These proposals roll state Medicaid
programs into a universal federal program, removing states’
ability to regulate individual insurance markets.
How proposals deal with current state-provided Medicaid

funding has enormous ramifications for state-level budgeting,
policymaking, and politics.25 Plans that do not require
maintenance-of-effort funding would provide states with bud-
get windfalls that could be reallocated to other priorities.
But commandeering states’ Medicaid contributions, neces-

sary to limit new federal outlays, would draw vehement op-
position from governors and state legislators across the ideo-
logical spectrum, as it reduces state power without providing
budget relief. Navigating how to levy assessments on states
that had not expanded Medicaid would exacerbate resistance.
After failing to repeal the ACA in 2017, Republicans have put

off proposing specific health reform plans.26 However, limited
GOP developments seem to build on a 2017 proposal from Sens.
Lindsey Graham (R-SC) and Bill Cassidy (R-LA).27 Graham-
Cassidy would repeal ACA insurance subsidies and Medicaid
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expansion while redistributing ACA funding to states as block
grants. This would permit states’ flexibility at a price: In addition
to capping block grants by a set formula, the proposal replaces
Medicaid’s open-ended grants with hard per capita limits that
would increase more slowly than projected health costs. This
offloads federal costs onto states and would force states to cut
services or increase taxes.

OUTSIDE FACTORS INTERACT WITH STATE-FEDERAL
DYNAMICS

The contest over autonomy and resources between federal and
state governments does not exist in a vacuum. Instead, it
interacts with other factors to influence state preferences.
Partisan control of state governments plays a primary role in

whether states embrace or resist major changes to federal
health policy, as experience with ACA implementation shows.
Republican-controlled states have been less likely to embrace
Medicaid expansion and set up insurance exchanges than their
Democratic-controlled counterparts.28–31

In federal-level reform plans, state ideological preferences
interact with state desires for autonomy. In 2017, Republicans
designed Graham-Cassidy plan’s grants to temporarily raise
federal funding for Republican-controlled states that blocked
Medicaid expansion. They paid for this with more drastic cuts
to states that had fully implemented the ACA’s coverage
expansions.32 In this way, Republican federal lawmakers
sought to win buy-in for their plan among states run by
Republican co-partisans by giving them both autonomy and
increased federal resources.
Additionally, Republican reform plans generally biased the

waiver process in favor of states that want to enact their
partisan-preferred reforms. For example, the proposal allowed
states to request to opt-out of the ACA’s mandates that in-
surers must cover standard “essential” benefits. Combined
with budget cuts, the easiest changes to make would be to
implement coverage reductions in line with those favored by
conservative ideologues.33 This process, which bureaucracy
scholars call “deck-stacking,”34 slants state autonomy toward
enacting certain partisan preferences.
In contrast to Republicans who have proposed

redistributing resources away from states controlled by parti-
sans who favor a strong welfare state, some Democratic pro-
posals alter who controls resources within a state. Democratic
presidential nominee Joe Biden has campaigned on a public
option plan that provides a no-premium public option to low-
income recipients in states without expanded Medicaid.20 The
result is that states retain some control over federal money
only if they expand Medicaid; otherwise, a federally con-
trolled program will cover the same individuals. The ACA
state exchanges function similarly, with states that declined to
develop their own insurance exchanges losing some control

over policy implementation (and one-time setup grants) to the
federal government.
Like Republicans, Democrats attempt to slant state regula-

tory autonomy toward party goals. The ACA, for example,
allows states to expand health coverage through Basic Health
Plans instead of insurance exchanges,35 or use Section 1332
waivers to design changes to their health systems, provided
they cover at least as many people as ACA policies would.12

Second, state preferences and the federal-state balance of
power are subject to external shocks altering the underlying
policy environment. Increased demands on the health system
and economic collapse wrought by the COVID-19 pandemic,
for example, have strained state health resources. Within
weeks of the start of the initial US spread, the federal govern-
ment agreed to fund a greater share of stateMedicaid programs
for the pandemic’s duration in return for states giving up
autonomy to cut eligibility.36 Sweeping federal reform pro-
posals may well meet less embedded resistance from states in
a different underlying environment.

STATE SUPPORT AND REFORM PATHWAYS

Reformers must address how proposals affect the current
federal-state split of health care policymaking responsibility
to build a political coalition that can pass a given reform, as
well as understand the practical requirements to smoothly
implement it. Proposed reforms all affect the policy powers
and resources that states command and will have knock-on
effects for doctors, hospitals, and patients.
The most aggressive single-payer proposals from the 2020

primary campaign would likely strip states of policymaking
power without lowering state outlays, while Republican plans
would curtail federal funding in exchange for limited increases
to policy autonomy. Proposals to expand insurance coverage
through mechanisms contained within current programs may
offer the easiest path for implementation and friendly federal-
state relations. However, other powerful forces can and do
interact with states’ desire for more power and autonomy,
further complicating the already complex federal-state dynam-
ics that run through US health care.
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